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Born into a traditional business family on 21st January 1967 at Nagercoil, 
Kanyakumari, a simple town rich in culture in the southernmost part of India. A hard-
core C++ technocrat ; Industry Speaker On CTI technology for Intel Asia Inc. ; 
Developed an indigenous Computer Telephony Integration module to serve the 
masses ; Legal Strategist -Mediation Advocate - Jurisprudence Researcher; Avid 
Cricketer with a philosophical bent of mind, an interesting turn of life events led him 
to enter the legal profession and gain the following insight: 
  

1. The existing legal system is losing it’s true purpose of entity, mostly 
benefiting the mighty and becoming a dream to the needy and the poor. 

2. Despite the high costs of litigation, the outcome of a legal battle does not 
guarantee justice but only judgements.  

3. There exists no fool proof legal mechanism that can extract the truth to 
assist the Judges in delivering justice beyond the evidence produced before 
the court.  

4. Knowledge is free; however, we pay for ignorance 
 

With a hope to get a true justice system rather than a legal system that delivers just   
judgements, he attempts to contribute in improving ‘The Rule of Law & 
Jurisprudence’ by way of sustainable research and a model Hamlet with ‘No Litigation 
but Mitigation through Mediation and/or Arbitration’.  

PROFESSIONAL ENDEAVOURS  

Harvard Law School - Negotiation training by Professor Eileen Babbitt @ CAIL, USA.  
Indian Council of Arbitration ( ICA). 
International Mediation Institute, Netherlands (IMI)  
Singapore International Mediation Institute (SIMI) 
Alternate Dispute Resolution & Online Dispute Resolution, London.(ADRODR) 
Institute of Transnational Arbitration, Texas, USA.(ITAT) 
Standards and Competencies in Mediation Advocacy, UK.(SCMA) 

PARTICIPATION – ASSOCIATION  

 Participated - Panel discussion on ‘Mediation - A Commonwealth Perspective’ at Singapore 
on 13th Nov, 2019 & Presentation on “Mediation -Nature’s  intervention towards a litigation 
free world”  

 NIVAARAN - Mediators of Supreme Court of India from its inception. 
 Mentor - Supreme Court Advocates Cricket Association (SCACA) 

FELLOWSHIP, LIFE MEMBERSHIP  

 American & International Law, CAIL, Plano, Texas, U.S.A. (Fellow ) 
 Commonwealth Lawyers Association ( CLA- Member) 
 Indian Institute of Arbitration & Mediation, Cochin, India (Life Member ) 
 Member of Foreign Correspondence Club of South Asia (FCC-Member) 
 International Chamber of Commerce ( ICC –Corporate Member ) 


